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Hauser throughout assumes an attitude of protest against what he repeatedly calls the "idyllic" view of his subject. He again and again tells us that people will be surprised to learn that everything did not work quite smoothly in the metiers jures, and that their members were not always actuated by brotherly love and civic patriotism; he seems somewhat surprised himself. I must confess my ignorance of the works of MM. Blanc ("tout impr6gn6s de socialisme chretien ") and du Bourg, who seem to be arch-idyllists. But I suppose the well-known treatise of M. Emile Levasseur, the Histoire des Classes ouvri6res, is still the most considerable French work on the subject. M. Hauser, who dedicates his treatise to that "illustrious master," does little more, on several of the topics of which he treats, than " develop and confirm some pages of his history." But certainly no student of M. Levasseur's work would be likely to have an exaggerated belief in the symmetry and moral beauty of "the gild system." And the books of M. Fagniez-whose name would perhaps be the next to occur to one-are certainly not open to that particular criticism. As M. Hauser, therefore, had no need to cool the emotions of the serious student, we must hope that his work will find its way to the sentimental public, if it really deserves the cold water he is so ready to bestow.
Another observation M. Hauser's book suggests is that it would be well if Frenich scholars would learn enough German to acquaint themselves with the literature of their subject in that language. On this matter of " Zunft-wesen," there are in German several excellent treatises and piles of specialist monographs; and if M. Hauser could have given two or three days to this literature, he would have gained some valuable ideas as to the significance of his own material. He would, for instance, have found that the tendency of the " masters" to monopolise the advantages of the mitier is a perfectly well-known and almost universal feature in the development of the fifteenth century all over Western Europe: " die Entartung der Zunfte " is by
